
Take Five Friday 18th December 2015 

Welcome to the Baby Bulletin. This is the second edition of the year and we hope you enjoy 

reading all about some of our favourite events from this half-term and the brilliant comic 

strip about a very distracting lamp called Derek and his friend, Stu! 

As usual, there have been loads 

of Christmas events this year at 

Malin Bridge such as the            

Foundation Stage and Key Stage 

One Christmas plays, the PTA 

Christmas Fayre, Christingles 

and more. Speaking of the 

Christmas fair, we raised £1000 

and the top prize in the raffle 

was £94!  Congratulations to 

the winner! 

We have had a very festive 

week and are looking forward 

to Christmas at home. 
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This half term, Y5 and 6 were 

writing about ‘Alma’. First, we 

watched the Alma clip and then 

proceeded to start writing our 

Alma stories. Our wonderful 

teachers told us about creating 

suspense and atmosphere; we 

started to strengthen our writing 

skills by practising. After writing 

our suspenseful atmospheric 

stories in our books we went on 

to writing them up in our best 

Malin Bridge-styled handwriting. 

A few days later we had finished 

our Alma writing up. Then our 

teachers planned us an amazing 

sharing event! 

Some of us swapped classes and 

some of us stayed in our own 

class. After swapping or not 

swapping classes we shared our 

stories. Our partners were          

impressed with our work and 

each gave it a fabulous           

comment. However, the               

highlight of the day was when 

our amazing teaching assistants 

arrived with hot chocolate! This 

concluded an amazing English 

session. 

Cameron Connor (6J)  

We also did Alma, but instead of 

re-writing the story, we wrote a 

wanted poster. First, (after we 

watched the Alma clip) we were 

taught how to set out the           

posters. We wrote it in our 

books first, so we could just plan 

it, and then we were given some 

‘special’ paper with a picture of 

Alma on it and a box to write in. 

We couldn’t make it too long, as 

it wouldn’t have fitted, but it was 

still long enough. We had to  

write about what she looks like, 

and, most importantly, her            

personality. This subject didn’t 

take long, and we were finished 

by lunch.  

Daniel Hunt (5/6W) 
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Year Five and Six have been 

learning about America in Topic. 

We all did such amazing work we 

just had to let the parents see so 

the teachers arranged a         

wonderful event where children 

showed off their work to parents 

and carers. 

There were some amazing actors 

who told the parents about         

important historical figures           

including Rosa Parks (Pippa  

Murry), Abraham Lincoln (Layla 

Savage) and Martin Luther King 

(Oscar Temple).  

There were also some children 

who talked about the Blues. 

Soon after, everyone sung 

‘Amazing Grace’. 

Parents and children were      

invited to try some traditional 

American (alcohol-free) Eggnog 

and cornbread. All the children 

found it disgusting! 

Everyone loved the event and 

enjoyed showing their work to 

the parents and carers who 

came along.  

We had loads of fun and we all 

thank the staff so much for 

putting in all the effort they did 

and we think they did a great job 

of decorating the Junior Hall! 

Heidi Robertshaw (6A) 
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Ice hockey!!! Every child’s fourth or fifth favourite sport!  

Everyone loves it (including the teachers). 

 Last week, Year 5 and 6 went on a terrific trip to Ice Sheffield.  

First, we skated on the ice for about an hour and only a few people 

fell over.  

After playing on the slippy ice we watched the SHEFFIELD              

STEELERS ICE HOCKEY TEAM train!!! They shot really hard (we are 

surprised it didn’t break the glass!) and trained really hard.        

  

Bentley Moore & Logan Taylor (5D) 
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